(Kaliope looks at Tilly.)

Agnes. You fought that?

Tilly. Yes.

Agnes. That’s –

Tilly. Useless. I didn’t pull off killing her. And now she’s stolen my soul for revenge.

(Lilith storms over to Orcus.)

Lilith. And you just gave it away?!! I should rip out your insides and dine on them right here and right now, you overgrown sad excuse for a demonic entity!

(Orcus looks Lilith up and down.)

Orcus. Whoa, wait jus a minute. Don’t I know you?

(This stops Lilith dead in her tracks.)

Lilith. Um…what? No, you must be mistaking me for someone else.

Orcus. No, I know who you are. You and me, we hang in the same evil underworld. And I don’t think your daddy’s gonna be too happy you’re making time with a Paladin and a human.

Agnes. Who’s her dad?

Kaliope. The devil.

Agnes. That explains a lot.

(Lilith’s demeanor suddenly shifts from total badass to shrinking violet.)

Lilith. Look, please don’t tell him, okay? He’ll kill me!

Agnes. Wow, suddenly you don’t seem so tough.

(Lilith backhands Agnes sending her flying across the stage.)

Orcus. Don’t worry. He doesn’t have any love for me either. Your secret’s safe with me.

Tilly. Orcus, tell us the location of The Tiamat! Now!

Orcus. Fine.

Go go Orcus Map!

(A comically large map suddenly appears out of nowhere.)

Behold my comically large map of New Landia. This is the path you will have to take if you want to face The Tiamat. You must first travel down the River of Wetness to the Swamps of Mushy –

Agnes. The names of these locations are terrible.

Tilly. I was going to go back and give them better names later, but – you know – I sorta died before I could get to it.

Agnes. Sorry.

Orcus. Then you will climb the Mountain of Steepness to the Castle of Evil to find The Tiamat.

Agnes. Seems simple enough.

Orcus. But to be able to face The Tiamat, you will have to face and defeat all three of its guardians, the Big Bosses of New Landia.

Agnes. That’s less simple.

Orcus. And each one of them are totally badass so – most likely – one if not all of you will die before you get there. So, yeah, you gotta do that…

Or we can chill out in my cave and rock us some Thursday Night Must-See TV!

Who’s feeling me?

No?

Really, none of you guys are into ER? That Clooney Cat is a cutie!

(Knowing how dangerous this quest will be, noble Tilly takes in a deep breath and addresses her party.)

Tilly. My friends, I cannot ask for you all to come with me. The journey before us is too perilous and the prize too personal for me to expect you to risk your lives.

I’m just one warrior and you all have so much ahead of you. Please if you do not wish to continue, you have my blessing to stay right here and be safe.